
A CIGARETTE AND A WINDOW

no end to what a mask might reveal about
the consciousness in a self. Writing about
Nijinsky, he confronted an artistwho was
most truly himself when he was masked,
who was said to be practically invisible
in civilian life but acquired a startling re-
ality on stage, in productions engineered
by his lover, Diaghilev. Balanchine, too,
had lessons to teach about the height-
ened reality of the theatrical mask, for in
his theater ordinary Americans-Diana
Adams, Edward Villella, Suzanne Farrell-
became emblematic figures.

Both Diaghilev and Balanchine turned
the dancers with whom they were erot-
ically involved or merely fascinated into
theatrical forces, and thereby suggested
that the illusions of the stage were more
real than life itself. For those who live
near the stage, or feel as ifthey are only
truly alive when they are on the stage, the
whole question ofsexuality and sexual at-
traction can take on an added dimension,
since in the theater eroticism is always at
once masked and unmasked. And there
may be something of this theatrical play
of masks and unmaskings in I(irstein's

Boris Fishman

complex bisexuality, in his mythologiza-
tion of certain lovers, in his fascination
with particular physical types.

For l( irstein, populism and elit ism
were also a pair of masks, as inextricably
linked as the old masks of comedy and
tragedy. W'hen Kirstein wrote his book
about Nadelman, he was anything but a
populist; he was writing for the smallest
imaginable audience, interested only in
those readers who were capable ofgrasp-
ing the nuances of his most idiosyncratic
prose. Yet there was always another side
to Kirstein, the side that wanted art's
most complicated truths to be avail-
able to as many people as could possi-
bly absorb them, and who labored long
and hard to make sure that Balanchine's
difficult and beautiful art found an ever-
growing audience in the 1950s and 1960s.
In his fierce individualism and his pas-
sionate sense of community, in his de-
sire to both safeguard the mysteries of
art and make art available to a widen-
ing public-in all of this Lincoln Kirst-
ein was quintessentially the American
artistic spirit. o

release from Williamsburg. Owing to
the Depression or to their own fears,
its erstwhile shtetl dwellers slowly suc-
cumbed to a dispirit ing, incestuous
torpor, taking their children-Fuchs's
contemporaries-with them. With his
three Brooklyn novels-Szmmer in Wil-
liamsburg (1934), Homage to Blenholt
(1936), andLow Company (1937), cumu-
latively a counterhistory to the official
triumphant bildungsroman of modern
American Iewry-Fuchs would estab-
lish himself as the pre-eminent chron-
icler of this malaise. His fatalism about
the Brooklyn fate grew greater with
each novel, and, like an invention ofthe
Greeks, he escaped to California before
he was consumed by the slow fire of his
own insight.

(^'l uumt,n ru WttttettsBuRc opens

\ with Meyer Sussman, the neighbor-
U hood butcher, taking gas through a
basketball bladder connected to a gas
pipe. This unexplainable death-the
butcher had been successful and happy
in marriage-sends twenty-year-old
Philip Hayman, an aspiring writer, reel-
ing: "When you meet God, Meyer Suss-
man, ask Him for me what made you
squeeze the basketball bladder over
your face. Little God in Heaven, sitting
somewhere on a cloud, where are You?"
Phil ip-who hardly knows what the
world around him means, let alone how
that meaning could disappoint enough to
drive someone to suicide-turns to Old
Miller, a neighbor who recites prayers
over graves for pocket change at a nearby
cemetery. "You must make a laboratory
out of Williamsburg to find out what
touched ISussman] herei' Old Miller
tells him. "You must pick Williamsburg
to pieces until you have them all spread
out on your table before you, a dictionary
of Williamsburg. And then select. Pick
and discardl'

In fact, Philip's gaze is too wide, and
most of Summer in \Villiamsburg is en'
cyclopedic in the manner of a young per-
son encountering the world-taking it in
indiscriminately, unsure which parts of it
matter and which can be safely ignored:

Inland the tenements seemed aban-
doned and resembled for the day ruins
of an early time. On summer weekdays
and nights there were always hundreds
of people thronging the streets and a
constant flow of traffic. The emptiness
now took on all a stranger significance
by contrast. The grocery and butcher
stores, closed by municipal law, had
their green blinds drawn in front of
their windows. A candy store here
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THE BROOKLYN NOVELS:
SUMMER IN W!LLIAMSBURG,
HOMAGE IO BtENHOLI,
LOW COMPANY
By Daniel  Fuchs
(Black Sparrow Books,927 pp., $24.95)

IRST THINGs first: Marketing
101. You are a small indepen-
dent publisher looking to revive
an unjustly forgotten novelist of
the 1930s. Last year you brought

out, to appreciations from )ohn Updike
on down, a judiciously slim volume of
his writings from Hollywood, where he
decamped in 1940 after three decades
in the dreary tenements of )ewish New
York. This year, you decide to re-issue the
trio of technically accomplished but dra-
matically modest Brooklyn novels whose
flimsy sales sent him chasing the sunshine
in California. Do you publish them sep-
arately, none longer than 360 pages? Or'
as Black Sparrow Books has done, do you
bind all three into a thousand-page homi-
cide of a brick, as likely to draw crowds as
a case ofthe plague?

Boris Fishman is writing a book about Rus-
sians, Jews, and America.

But Black Sparrow's disservice to its
profit margin-and to the l ikelihood
that these novels will gather a larger au-
dience now than they did the first time
around-is a boon to Daniel Fuchs. For
the novels must be read in rapid suc-
cession, as they describe, in a devastat-
ing and implacable arc, a young writer's
passage from the vast hope of youth
through the disillusionment of knowl-
edge to a cringing disgust with the vi-
olence of a low world. They should be
required reading for any contemporary
downtown fewish hipster waxing sen-
timental about what bubbe and zayde
were up to on the Lower East Side.

Fuchs, who died in 1993, was born in
1909 on Rivington Street, now the heart
of that neighborhood's rebirth, in those
days home to endless rows of sweaty,
cramped tenements. Five years later,
after an interlude in eastern Brook-
lyn, the Fuchses moved to Will iams-
burg, across the East River from the
Lower East Side. When Fuchs's father,
a concessionaire in a Manhattan office
building, traveled around the metrop-
olis delivering Christmas-candy orders,
young Daniel followed. But Fuchs could
never shake the sense that there was no
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and there dozed in the mid-afternoon
heat until the subways restored its cus-
tomers. A pair of ice picks, hanging
neglected over the iron railing of a ten-
ement basement, indicated that here at
other times Italian icemen did a noisy,
open-air business. A few sleepy cats
nosed deliberately in cans of garbage
for scraps. An old woman shuffled
down the street, and this comPleted
the effect of lifelessness.

Such observat ions read less l ike
a novel than a dutiful transcript of
sketches for one-a nifty animation of
an unseasoned writer like Philip. (These
passages are also the direct ancestors
of the tiresome pages of reportorial de-
scription that mar Philip Roth's Newark
novels.) Fuchs, who was all of twenty-
five when he published the novel, knew
better, though Philip does not. This was
not the last time that Fuchs would sac-
rifice the quality of his prose to what he
felt was the truth of his art.

If Philip takes too much in, still he fails
to look very far: most of his questing
takes place, at least psychologically, in-
side Williamsburg, where "things moved
in circles, nothing happenedl' (Though
he attends City College, it is the source of
no scenes or influences.) The reasons for
this remain largely withheld, and this is
frustrating, because Williamsburg-"the
garbage cans, the dirty streets, and a wet,
hot sun pouring suffocating heat over
dark, close rooms"-seems like a place
well worth leaving.

In Williamsburg-where, hemmed in
by Irish and Italian gangs, Fuchs grew up
in "fear that possessed and constricted usi'
as he wrote to the critic Gabriel Miller-
the options are stark. There is Mr. Hay-
man, Philip's father, an Old \Worlder so
aggrieved by America's crass commer-
cialism that he wants only "a cigarette
and a windowj' an "isolation to protect
himself" from further reminders of the
place he has chosen to live out his days.
(Like Fuchs's father, he sells newspa-
pers in a Manhattan skyscraper.) On the
other side is Philip's maternal uncle Pa-
pravel, the boss of a ring of small-time
thugs who have been hired by a local bus-
Iine owner to squeeze out a comPetitor,
which he manages with both efficacy
and ingenuity. "There was the choice ...
Papravel or his father. Papravel, smok-
ing cigars, piled up money and glowed
with sweat and happiness, while his fa-
ther sat with his feet on the windowsill
in the dimness of a Williamsburg flat."
Philip understands that his father is a
tragic anachronism, but he cannot help

"respect[ing] so deeply this man who, with
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no bitterness of spirit but rather with still
faithful obedience to his principles, ac-
cepted his fortune and minded not that it
was badl'Tender toward Philip, the man
is one of Yiddish literature's heroic en-
durers, the saint of a different place and
time. In America, he can give his son lit-
tle more than the self-pity of nostalgia.

Phil ip has a fellow searcher in his
friend Cohen, so archetypal in his ro-
mantic howls at the heavens that he is
not even given a first name. Cohen is suf-
ficiently self-conscious to find \i/illiams-

burg stifling, but not intelligent enough
to see through self-importance or resist
self-pity: "Cohen felt acutely a personal
divinity and it was a source of consid-
erable inner distress. Consequently, he
spoke with just enough trace of quiet
fine suffering, ofthe beauty, poetry, and
poignant pathos of existencel' In gusts
ofyearning, Cohen adopts and discards
laughable poses-an urbane movie star, a
brawler in a m€l6e on the beach, a mem-
ber of the Communist Party-and Fuchs
skewers him heartlessly, down to his re-
pugnant appearance: "He was ugly with
his pimples. His hair was thin, and he had
to oil it and plaster it over the bald spotsl'
These days, a figure such as Cohen might
seem bold for warding off the compro-
mises of adulthood until he knows him-
self fully, whatever pretensions this may
require. But in Fuchs's setting, he is a
schlemiel. No, worse: Cohen dares to ig-
nore the gruesome choice-Mr. Hayman
or Uncle Papravel-that Williamsburg
imposes on all its inhabitants, and the au-
thor dispatches him in a tenement fire.

Philip proudly resists Cohen's indul-
gence, preferring what he imagines to be
an undeluded realism. If there is no way
out of \iflilliamsburg, at least he won t su-
garcoat his destiny. But in practice, this
means that he stifles himself. He chides
himself for being too revealing about
his uncertainties in a letter to a wealth-
ier friend, and when a neighborhood girl
named Tessie, who spurned Phil ip to
marry a more stable prospect, decides
that she is unhappy and makes overtures
to Philip, he derides her for failing to keep
her bargain. In Philip-who seems unable
to imagine a rejection of his father and
Papravel both-Mr. Hayman's mournful
quiescence becomes a bludgeon.

Tellingly, the novel ends with Paprav-
el's hosti le takeover of the bus com-
pany that hired his crew ofbruisers: "I
don't care what anybody says, America
is a wonderful countryi'he gloats. "Look
how I worked myself up in four short
years.... W'here, I want to know, where
in the world could a )ew make such a
man of himself as right here in Amer-

ica?" In Fuchs's scowling universe, only
the unsuccessful are graceless, and for-
tune smiles only for the Papravels. fust
as he has overtaken the bus line, the rail-
road company announces it will move
only freight, sending its passengers to
the buses on the roads.

As for Philip, he is denied relief even
from his purgatory. The novel has no
climax. In a peculiar metatextual aside,
Fuchs has Philip explain:

People did not live in dramatic situa-
tions.... A book was an artificial syn-
thesis, the product of a man's idea, to
illustrate through his stress on charac-
ters and situations certain principles in
which he was interested. Take Ripple
Street ... and reproduce it faithfully and
you would have a great formless mass
of petty incident, the stale product of
people who were concerned completely
with the tremendous job of making a
living so that tomorrow they would be
able to make a living another day.

Fuchs's creative choice-to deny any kind
of resolution to a place where "poetry
and heroism did not exist"-is deeply
unsettl ing. The Phil ip Haymans with
whom Fuchs grew up never saw beyond
their bewildered despair, and Fuchs-
an apparent realist who may have been
his contemporary Henry Roth's equal in
modernist temperament-sacrifi ced the
end of his novel, committing great cru-
elty to his characters, to drive home the
bitter homiletical point.

v Homage to Blenholt, the occa-
sional hopefulness of Summer in
Will iamsburg (which sold four

hundred copies, many bought by Fuchs's
colleagues at the Brighton Beach school
where he taught) had curdled. We meet
Max Balkan, another young tenement
dreamer, this one seeking power and
glory rather than wealth. "I don't want
to be like everybody elsej' he tells his
uncomprehending girlfriend Ruth. "It's
dingy, dirty, small, and uncomfortable. .. .
Living in a flat like this with a bathroom
on top ofyou, going to a job all day and
to the movies twice a week.... You're
dead years before your timeJ' Max has
other aspirations: "Take King Arthur,
Shakespeare. In all great classical works,
what made them classics was the distin-
guishing characteristic of heroism and
nobility.... [Max] meant to look for her-
oism in his own life, to live with mean-
ing and vigori'

Max's lodestar in this enterprise is a
certain Blenholt, a slick neighborhood pol
who, in his richly symbolic role as com-
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missioner of sewers, made a livelihood of
racketeering and graft. But Max is unde-
terred: "Let other people call him a gang-
ster, but to me Blenholt ... was a kind of
king, like the ancient Romans and Greeks,
l ike the glorious Renaissance tyrants,
powerful and crushingi'In fact, Blenholt
is pathetic, a diabetic who could not keep
his hand out of the sweets iar, which led
to a premature death. Max, who is one of
Fuchs's most formidable creations, con-
tains enough aspiration to lift himself
out of Williamsburg, but he has the worst
of both worlds: \i/illiamsburg's poverty
of imagination and the scrambled pri-
orities of Blenholt's universe. 'A human
being without money and influencei'he
cravenly thinks, "became ridiculous if he
possessed only dignity insteadi'

But Max idolizes Blenholt, because
he has no one else to look uP to. Ruth
chides him for thinking himself special
enough to make his own way. His mother
mourns that, in her son's case, God aP-
pears to have ignored the Yom I(iP-
pur prayer for not-too-clever children.
Max's father-who ran from the weekly
paycheck to the Yiddish theater but now
wears a clown outfit and carries an ad-
vertisement sandwich board-is perhaps
the greatest betrayer of all: "He had al-
ways recognized the sorrowful destiny in
store for his son.... Pain he felt for Max
because he knew it would take his son
time and suffering to resign himselfi'But

"it was doubtful whether he could have
permitted himself to ... reveal himself
so nakedly to his sonl' Stranded in a con-
servative and insular environment, Mr.
Balkan channels the values that his sur-
roundings sanction, and represses the
rest. And so his son vacillates between
coarse ambition and crushing self-doubt.
His back-and-forth with Ruth and his
family is as larky as farce-one perceptive
critic called the novel a comedy of man-
ners-but, in its own way, their discour-
agement is as disheartening as the iconic
violence of Albert Schearl, the Old \i(orld

father of Henry Rotht Call It Sleep.
Max's downfall-as with Cohen in

the first novel, a startlingly harsh humil-
iation-begins at the Blenholt funeral.
After Blenholt's goons threaten an elderly
woman attempting to drive through the
funeral procession, Max, fighting down
feelings of meekness, attempts to medi-
ate, only to be brushed aside. At the fu-
neral itseli the shopkeepers who had
been milked by Blenholt interrupt the
oration, starting a mdl6e that Max again
unsuccessfully tries to resolve. This time
he is viciously trampled, mainly because
he isn't noticed. But at home he learns
that an onion company has called about

his idea to bottle onion juice. (His other
brainstorms include a telephone service
for movie showtimes, seat wrappers for
public toilets, and canned orange juice-
all of them visionary.) Again flush with
enthusiasm, Max rushes to the meet-
ing, only to learn that the company has
been bottling onion juice for years, but
why don't you take this bag of onions as
thanks for the effort.

Heartbroken, Max gives in to a family
proposal to go in on a delicatessen' His
own father writes his obituary: "Max
would never be the same again.... His
son would grow old and, aging, die, but
actually Max was dead already for now
he would live for bread alonel'And then
Fuchs drives in the nail, with his final, di-
minishing line: "But all the same the eve-
ning sun that day went down on timel'

T F, IN Homage to Blenholt, \iflilliams-

I burg was dingier, the parents more
I unreliable, and youthful aspiration
even less likely to redeem, Low Company
is nothing less than a kind of dystopia.
Fuchs has moved the action to the
invented Brooklyn waterfront neigh-
borhood ofNeptune Beach, though, as
one critic has shrewdly observed, here

"no one ever looks at the oceanl' The
characters-soda shop owner Louis
Spitzbergen and a variety of employees
and hangers-on-have so internalized
the ghetto mentality that nobody is any
longer a flight risk. Their Neptune Beach
is mostly in the mind, though the physi-
cal environment is as grim as its prede-
cessors: "Everything in Neptune Beach
was sand. It was a misery. No matter how
hard the street cleaners worked, shovel-
ing the sand in mounds along the gutters,
more blew in from the beach. On a rainy
day you walked in black grittY mud.
Nothing was solid, neither the pave-
ments nor the foundations of the build-
ingsl'The place is crushingly sterile.

Fuchs wants to show us what haPPens
when the restraints-of income and of
geography-lift, but without a concom-
itant rise in compassion. The grasping
gets savage. The stingiest is Spitzber-
gen, who "always took great relish in op-
erating the cash register whenever he
couldl' Though wealthy,
he is comfortable only
when he imagines him-
self on the brink of finan-
cial  d isaster.  The soda
shop does well enough,
but Spitz gets the bulk
of his income from rent-
ing out several Neptune
properties to a local heavy
named Shubunka for use

as brothels. Shubunka is hideous-"a
huge face, his jaws like slabs of meat ...
lumpy nose, and gross lips . .. his face on
his short thick neck . .. looking unnatural,.
like nothing humanl' Like Spitzbergen,
he won't spare five dollars for a desper-
ate horse-racing gambler and soda-shop
regular named I(arty, whose in-laws are
pursuing him for $1,300 he has stolen to
finance his betting.

But Shubunka is about to have a come-
uppance: a newly arrived, nameless syn-
dicate is running him out of business.
Shubunka turns abject and self-pitying,
but Spitzbergen is heartless: where is
his rent money?! Shubunka assures him
that he will have it no matter his trou-
bles, but Spitzbergen can think to express
only skepticism. "The boys at Annb [soda
shop] . .. have no room in their hearts for
anotherj' Shubunka laments to a neigh-
borhood shopkeeper named Lurie. riflhen

the syndicate catches up with Shubunka,
Lurie is there, watching transfixed as
the gangster boys rough up the pimp.
Shubunka's pleas to the thugs-"the fat
man's frenzied outburst, the raw plead-
ings, the slobbering tears, a thorough ex-
posure of a man's innermost emotions,
repulsively naked and quivering"-elicit
only disgust from Lurie. Shubunka's
comedown-at last, the coming to Pass
of that ruin so feared by Spitzbergen-is
a kind of relief, and frees the man to wal-
low in self-pity. But also to bare his need
for another: at least Lurie was there to
witness the beating, Shubunka thinks, at
least I was not alone, Neptune's Postur-
ing is the desperate self-inflation ofthe
frightened, reeling from the terror of life
in the absence of brotherly love. Until
Shubunka's outburst, though, no one is
willing to admit it.

Shubunka never quite transcends his
self-love, but Lurie, who has been look-
ing to marriage to take him away from
the grimness of Neptune, learns a les-
son: "Feeling with pity [Shubunka's] com-
plete wretchedness, Lurie knew now that
it had been insensible and inhuman for
him, too, simply to hate Neptune. . .. He
understood how their evil appeared in
their impoverished dingy lives.... It was
not enough to call them low and pass onl'

This is as close as Fuchs
comes to redemption.
The thugs continue after
Shubunka, the in- laws
after I(arty. In despera-
tion, the gambler sinks a
wrench into Spitzbergen's
face. The next morning,
the rainbreaks, the crowds
return, and the shopkeep-
ers ofNeptune Beach have
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no time to dwell on the news of Spitzber-
gen's death: "It was too bad ... but after all,
business was businessl'

UMMER TN WTTTTEMSBURG

was published in the same year as
Roth's Call It Sleep, another psy-

chological-if more obviously imagina-
tive and phantasmagoric-novel of life in
the tenements. Both books, equally out
of place in the early Depression years of
politically compelled literature, were ig-
nored. And both were re-issued in the
1960s, though this time only Fuchs would
fail to gain wide notice. By then, he was
contributor to a dozen noirish screen-
plays and an Oscar winner, for the lames
Cagney-Doris Day musical Love Me or
Leave Me. ln 1937 , disheartened by the
poor sales of his novels, he had 'decided
to become rich," breaking up a fourth
novel into stories and making successful
sales to The New Yorker, Collierk, and The
Saturday Evening Post Soon he was in-
vited to Hollywood to turn one of them
into a screenplay. And he more or less
never looked back, committing the dou-
ble sin of managing to leave the place that
could never be left and finding content-
ment in the place where no self-respect-
ing East Coast litt6rateur was supposed to
remain. Surely Fuchs's reputation faltered
because some of those littdrateurs-who
valued their talents much more seriously
than Fuchs seems to have cherished his
own-never forgave him his flight, and
because he mostly stopped writing fiction.
But more than anything, it was his own
willingness to subordinate the appeal of
his art to the idea of his stories.

Fuchs was a master. He had Paster-
nak's wonder at youth's encounter with
the wider world, and Chekhov's nose for
thwarted desire, and Turgenev's gener-
osity to the barbarians of the new world
order. (Though his truest literary yichus
is Dovid Bergelson, Yiddish literature's
first modernist and its premier chroni-
cler ofthe decline ofthe Russian shtetls.
A l itt le older than Fuchs, he too saw
only ruins, his characters ensconced
in a perpetual fog of uncertainty.) But
Fuchs was so truthful a portrait ist of
Williamsburg's lassitude that his novels
come to nothing. There are no revela'
tions in these revelation stories. Almost
no one is emotionally transformed. No-
body learns anything.

Fuchs's fiction is, essentially, anti-
dramatic, Such viciously comprehensive
fatalism is hard to take, even when leav-
ened by lovely writing; flawless character
draftsmanship, mise-en-scdne, and dia-
logue; and a precocious wisdom more
befitting an old and lonely heart. It vir-
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tually turns the writer into an accomplice,
his despair into sanguinity, his non-judg-
mental innocence an abdication not un-
Iike the unanswering God whom Fuchs
implicit ly indicts. The reader wishes
that Fuchs had at least showed his char-
acters a brighter way, even ifall ofthem
failed to find it. But Fuchs, who wrote
disapprovingly that "all authors knew ev-
erything because they were like Godi're-
fuses the crown. Like Philip Hayman, he
cannot imagine life beyond the neighbor-
hood walls. He, too, will make do with a
cigarette and a window.

But his own life proved that one could
"pass onj'indeed. And as Sam Tanenhaus
perceptively noted in a review of the Hol-
Iywood writings,he had to leave: "Fuchs
was just enough older [than the next
generation of ]ewish-American writers]
to feel hemmed in by Depression exi-
gencies and to fear lifelong entrapment
in the immigrant ghettol' So it was the
ghetto's compulsions, not a sense of lib-
eration, that sent him out West. Is a man
compelled by freedom really free? Per-
haps Fuchs sacrificed more than his art
to make his literary point. o

Gary f . Bass
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EVERYBODY EVERYWHERE

INVENTING HUMAN RIGHIS:
A HISTORY
By Lynn Hunt
(W.W. Norton, 272 pp., $25.95)

nrN HrtLrn came to
devour Czechoslova-
kia, Nevil le Chamber-
lain shrugged it off as
just a "quarrel in a far-

away country between people of whom
we know nothingJ' It was a notorious
phrase, but not a careless one. After all,
Chamberlain, while himself genuinely
knowing l itt le about Czechoslovakia,
was a shrewd politician who had become
prime minister not least for his skill in
aiming his words at British public opin-
ion. Chamberlain must have thought
that these words would sell Britons on
appeasement: that the remoteness and
the obscurity of the Czechs would make
it morally and politically acceptable to
sacrifice them to Germany. This was the
language of moral unconcern, Chamber-
lain's deliberate attempt to make the fate
of the Czechs a matter of indifference to
his own people.

Whose lives matter to us? In principle,
for the most austere liberals, there is no
justification for preferring one human
life over another one. "Because a ... com-
munity widely prevails among the Earth's
peoplesi' I(ant remarked, "a transgres-

Gary J. Bass is an associate professor of
politics and international afairs at Princ-
eton and the author of Srey ruz, Hat'to
or VtNotl.Nct: Tue Pottrtcs or'ilan
C n t u r,s Ta B u N t r s ( P rinceto n University
Press). He is writing a book on the roots of
the human rights movement.

sion of rights in one placein the world is
felt everywhere!'lohn Rawls argued that
we should choose society's main rules
as if we did not even know which family
or ethnic group we belong to. To a pure
liberal, if people are dying in a quarrel
in a faraway country between people of
whom we know nothing, all that matters
is that people are dying.

But the politics of this moral duty do
not work that way. In real life, our ethi-
cal universe radiates outward from our-
selves. Our own miseries are our first
and foremost concern, even when they
are relatively trivial. "If he were to lose
his l itt le f inger to-morrow, he would
not sleep to-nighti'Adam Smith wrote
in Theory of Moral Sentiments. "But,
provided he never saw them, he wil l
snore wi th the most profound secu-
rity over the ruin of a hundred millions
ofhis brethren, and the destruction of
that immense multitude seems plainly
an object less interesting to him, than
this paltry misfortune of his own." Vir-
ginia Woolf echoed this nasty thought
with verve in Mrs. Dalloway, in which
her sweetly dithering tit le character
thinks this: 'And people would say, 'Cla-
rissa Dalloway is spoilti She cared much
more for her roses than for the Arme-
nians. Hunted out of existence, maimed,
frozen, the victims of cruelty and injus-
tice (she had heard Richard say so over
and over again)-no, she could feel noth-
ing for the Albanians, or was it the Ar-
menians? but she loved her rosesl'We all
love our roses. And most of us love them
a little guiltily, insofar as we recognize
the narrowness of this emotional hori-
zon. This guilt, or discomfort, is a mark
of moral progress. At least Clarissa Dal-
loway feels bad that she doesn't feel bad.
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